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5.1.1 General Description

Picking on the water jet loom is carried out by inserting the weft on the water jet spray from the nozzle at the timing until

the reed retracting the warp advances to the front of the nozzle.

The BLD measuring device is used for one-color and the EDP is used for two colors or more.

[1] Single-color (BLD Measuring Device)

・ The nozzle inserts the weft yarn on the jet water into the opening of the warp yarns.

・ The pump sucks and compresses the water from the float box and sprays the jet water stream.

・ The float box controls the water supplied to the pump at a constant pressure.

・ The gripper releases the weft interlocked with picking, closes the gripper immediately after weft insertion, and

holds the weft yarn until next picking.

・ For length measurement, the solenoid pin controls weft insertion. The gripper is used for nozzle departure

prevention.

・ For both the gripper and solenoid pin, the timing is set on the function panel.

5.1.1 General Description
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[2] 2-color (EDP Measuring Device)

・ The nozzle inserts the weft yarn on the jet water into the opening of the warp yarns.

・ The rotary valve jets out the pressurized water from the pump through nozzle 1 and nozzle 2 according to the

selection.

・ The pump sucks and compresses the water from the float box and sprays the jet water stream.

・ The float box controls the water supplied to the pump at a constant pressure.

・ The gripper releases the weft held by interlocking with picking, closes the gripper immediately after weft insertion,

and holds the weft yarn until next picking.

・ The weft brake device is provided to apply braking to the weft yarn under appropriate condition by setting the fork

operation as desired (optional specification).

5.1.1 General Description
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5.1.2 Pump

[1] General Description of Pump

During loom operation, the rotary motion of the pump cam causes plunger 2 to reciprocate via pump cam lever 9 so as to

suck and compress the water from the float box for jet spray from the nozzle.

Depressing the pump pedal while the machine is in stopped state causes pump lever 10 to lift pump cam lever 9 so as to

suck water from the float box. Release the pump pedal jets water from the nozzle.

The pump is the same for the single-color and 2-color specifications. The pump ASSY of LWT710 is attachable. The

pump ASSY of LW600 is not attachable, however, the plunger ASSY and spring are interchangeable. A ceramic plunger

is used.

NOTE: Always depress the pump pedal while the machine is in stopped state.

■ Pump initial adjustment

Make adjustment while the loom is in stopped state.

No. Adjustment procedure

1 Set the pump stroke.

Manually rotate the timing wheel to adjust the bottom of pump cam 1 to cam follower 4, and adjust the length

of stop bolt 8 to set clearance A to 0.5 mm.

After the adjustment, lock the stop bolt 8.

NOTE: Do not set dimension A to 0. Otherwise, the cam follower is shortened in life or damaged.

2
Adjust the connecting cable 11 length to set clearance B between pump lever 10 and pump cam lever 9 to 0.5

mm.

5.1.2  Pump
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[2] Pump Cam Adjustment (Jet Timing Setting)

Adjust the pump cam mounting position to adjust the jet timing.

Adjust the water jet timing set the jet angle at the pump cam mounting position so that water jet occurs after the front

face of the retracting reed passes the nozzle until it comes again to the center of the nozzle.

Adjust the mounting position of pump cam 1 as follows:

This explanation applies to the case where the jet timing

is set to 90°.

(1) Set the loom crank angle to 180° by means of the

hand-wheel tool or by inching the loom.

(Adjust the loom angle to setting timing plus 90°.)

(2) Lock the emergency stop push-button switch.

(3) Adjust bottom mark 3 of pump cam 1 to the

centerline of camshaft and cam follower 2.

NOTE:

・ Adjust the cam position as illustrated at left when

the jet status at the start of jetting is checked with a

stroboscope.

・ In case of the specification with IFC, install the

pressure sensor; check the pump pressure startup

angle on the IFC screen.

5.1.2  Pump
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[3] Pump Stroke Setting

・ The jet water spray rate from the nozzle is determined by the pump stroke.

(Adjust the stop bolt length for determination.)

・ Generally set the clearance between the pump cam bottom and cam follower , when aligned, to 0.5 mm.

・ Shortening the pump stroke decreases the water delivery from the pump.

・ If broken weft or tight pick occurs frequently during loom operation, check the weft picking state and adjust the

pump stroke by lengthening the stop bolt to cut the water jet rate.

NOTE:

・ When the pump stroke is adjusted in the shortening direction, always check that the clearance between the pump

cam bottom and cam follower is 0.5 mm.

・ If the weaving condition requires the pump stroke to be shortened to below 10 mm when the lift of the cam in use is

12 mm, change the pump cam lift to 10 mm. Note that the jet water is sprayed too wide to make picking instable if

the pump stroke cut is excessive (stopper bolt is lengthened too much).

・ In the case of specification with the IFC, install the pressure sensor and check the pump pressure drop angle on the

IFC screen for adjustment.

[4] Pump Pressure and Dimension K

The pump (water) pressure is determined by the plunger-

diameter with pump-spring combination and dimension

K (see left). Run the loom and turning pump spring cap 1

while observing the actual weft picking state to set

dimension K.

(Before setting dimension K, complete measuring yarn

length.)

NOTE: In the case of specification with IFC, install the

pressure sensor and check the pump pressure

waveform on the IFC screen for adjustment.

For double spring specification, control the pump

pressure (water pressure) by adjusting dimension

K1 of the main pump.

Fix dimension K2 of the sub pump.

Refer to the following dimensions depending on the type

of sub spring.

Sub-spring product no. Nominal load Dimension K2

W3105-25010-** 120kg 10mm

W3105-25150-** 260kg 41mm

5.1.2  Pump
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[5] Disassembly and Assembly of Pump Plunger

(1) When disassembling (or assembling) the pump plunger, hold the plunger joint in a vise, and loosen the plunger by

holding and turning the flat portion, whose width across flats is 13 mm, on the joint side of the plunger with a 13

mm-wide spanner.

(2) When assembling, apply "Chemiseal L-305" to the screw of the plunger joint. The tightening torque is 20 N.m (200

kgf.cm).

When holding the plunger joint in a vise, use care not to hold the grease nipple screwed into the joint.

Caution:

1．Do not vise the plunger body.

2．Do not damage the ceramic by applying a shock load.

3．Do not apply any torque to the nut ⑦.

No. Part name No. Part name

1 Plunger 5 Bush

2 Plunger joint 6 Washer

3 Spring seat 7 Nut

4 Ceramic Plunger

5.1.2  Pump
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[6] Disassembly and Assembly of Cylinder

Vise the pump body ① and loosen (or tighten) the

cylinder ② with a socket wrench ③.

Do not use an ordinary wrench since it may cause the

ceramic portion of the cylinder to be broken.

Caution:

1．The tightening torque is 30 N.m (300 kgf.cm).

2．Apply "Chemiseal L-344" to the screw.

5.1.2  Pump
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5.1.3 Nozzle

[1] Nozzle Structure

LWT810 has two types of nozzles: a small diameter nozzle and a nozzle common to LW600 and LWT710.

The nozzle pitches of the 2-color specification machine are 11 mm for the small diameter nozzle and 17 mm for the

nozzle common to LW600 and LWT710.

[1.1] Small Diameter Nozzle

NOTE:

・Do not let water to leak during operation.

・Set needle parallel with nozzle body when removing or installing it from or on nozzle body.

Otherwise, the needle may be damaged or deformed to cause faulty picking.

5.1.3  Nozzle
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[1.2] Nozzle Common to LW600 and LWT710

NOTE:

・Tighten nut 9 with the exclusive tools below. Do not use pliers and other tools.

W3245-02010-** TOOL-ASSY,NOZZLE NUT(16)

W3245-02020-** TOOL-ASSY,NOZZLE NUT(15)

・Do not let water to leak during operation.

・Set needle parallel with nozzle body when removing or installing it from or on nozzle body.

Otherwise, the needle may be damaged or deformed to cause faulty picking.

5.1.3  Nozzle
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[2] How to Remove or Install Small Diameter Nozzle

[2.1] Single color Specification

(1) Removal of nozzle

1．Remove the two bolts that fix the nozzle 1.

2．Extract the nozzle 1 from the nozzle pipe 2.

(2) Installation of nozzle

1．Insert the nozzle 1 to the nozzle pipe 2.

5.1.3  Nozzle
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2．Tighten the two bolts 4 temporarily while

pushing the the nozzle 1 against the nozzle

joint 3.

3．Tighten the two bolts 4 permanently.

NOTE: If the nozzle 1 is not pushed in installation step 2 and there is a gap between the nozzle 1 and the nozzle

joint 3, the nozzle direction before removal is not reproduced.

5.1.3  Nozzle
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[2.2] 2-color Specification

(1) Removal of nozzle

1．Remove the two bolts that fix the nozzle 1.

2．Remove the nozzle pipe 2.

3．The nozzle comes off.

4．To remove nozzle 1 for color 1, follow the

instruction for the single color specification.
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(2) Installation of nozzle

1．Put the nozzle 1 on the nozzle joint 3 and

install the nozzle pipe 2with the a few threads

of the bolt 4 engaged.

2．Tighten the two bolts 4 temporarily while

pushing the the nozzle 1 against the nozzle

joint 3.

3．Tighten the two bolts 4 permanently.

NOTE:

・Remove or install the nozzle pipe 2 with the bolts 4 not tightened.

If the nozzle pipe 2 is installed with the bolts 4 tightened, the surface of the nozzle pipe 2 is damaged, causing

water leak.

・If the nozzle 1 is not pushed in installation step 2 and there is a gap between the nozzle 1 and the nozzle joint 3,

the nozzle direction before removal is not reproduced.
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[3] Nozzle Position Adjustment

Adjust the nozzle front-to-rear position and height with dimensions H and L in the table below as the reference. Also

record dimensions H and L in the machine setting conditions.

These dimensions should be set equal in other machine setting conditions.

[3.1] Height Adjustment

(1) Loosen bolt 1 on the adjusting nozzle side.

(2) Lift the nozzle stand 2, and adjust the nozzle center to the specified position.

NOTE: According to the fabric, use the position in the table below as the reference, and make fine adjustment

from that position for heald height (warp line) adjustment.

(3) Tighten bolt 1.

NOTE: When dimension H is ±0 mm, the nozzle center height is the same as the beating point height (warp

line height in horizontal warp).

Nozzle height

H

Weaving shedding con-

dition
Fabric example

+1 mm

Raise the held height for

setting since the upper

yarn is likely to become

loose.

Satin (1/4)

±0 mm Standard

–1 mm

lower the heald height

for setting because pick-

ing becomes tight.

Air bag
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[3.2] Front-to-rear Adjustment

(1) Loosen bolts 1 (two pieces in the front and rear of cloth) fastening nozzle stand bracket 2, slide nozzle stand

bracket 2 back and forth to adjust dimension L between nozzle stand bracket 2 and the rear side of dehydration

cylinder support LH 3 to the dimension in the table below.

(2) After the adjustment, tighten bolts 1 (two places in front and rear of cloth).

(3) The standard (initial) jet start timing (crank angle) is 85°. At that crank angle, make sure that the center of the

nozzle is on the cloth fell side as seen from the front of the reed.

NOTE: Make fine adjustment for each fabric (single-color, 2-color, or other fabric condition) with the position in

the table below as the reference. The picking timing varies with the yarn type, weaving width, and loom

rpm. Set to the timing adjusted in the operating environment.

Weft insertion Nozzle Dimension L

BP to nozzle center

distance

(reference)

Single color Common

104 mm

44mm

Two colors

Small diameter
47mm(No.1)、

36mm(No.2)

Common to

LW600/710

50mm(No.1)、

33mm(No.2)

Single-color nozzle

Two-color nozzle
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[3.3] Horizontal and Vertical Jet Direction During Running

(1) Make adjustment so that the jet water passes between the upper and lower warp yarns and reaches the RH weft

yarn.

(2) Adjust the water direction using four bolts 6.

NOTE: Check on the nozzle side, at the center and on the opposite side of the nozzle.

(3) Adjust the front-to-rear jet direction to 270° to 290° and touch the reed at the RH end. Pay special attention

to the reed because of adjustment with a strobe (timing) light.
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[4] Needle Adjustment

[4.1] Needle Throttling

・ Generally use the needle after full manual screwing into the nozzle body.

・ If the water jet is insufficient for some yarn, increase the nozzle sectional area by spacer adjustment.

・ Shims are provided in two types as shown in the table below. Use them by insertion between the between the

needle and nozzle body ASSY. Using the spacer (0.5 t) causes the needle upon installation to protrude from the

body ASSY by 0.5 mm to increase the nozzle cross section. With the 1.0 t spacer, the portion of needle

protruding outside is 0.

NOTE: Do not attach the 0.5 t spacer and the 1.0 t spacer at the same time. If the protrusion of the needle is 0 mm or

less, the jet water becomes instable, possibly causing picking errors.

[5] Nozzle Cap/Nozzle Nut

Attach a nozzle cap to the small diameter nozzle and a nozzle nut to the nozzle common to LW600 and LWT710.

On a 2-color specification machine, nozzle caps and nuts different in length are used to prevent entanglement of cut weft

yarns that obstructs weft insertion.

The nozzle nuts are also used to fix the nozzle.
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[6] Nozzle cap/nozzle nut Yarn Guide Replacement

If the nozzle cap/nozzle nut yarn guide is damaged or separated, replace or install it according to the procedure below.

■ Nozzle cap/nozzle nut yarn guide replacement

(1) Sufficiently warm the nozzle cap/nozzlenut by immersing it in a pan filled with oil at about 180℃.

Operate carefully avoid injury such as scalding and the danger of fire.

(2) Take the nozzle cap/nozzle nut out from the pan, and insert a wire from the opposite side of the yarn guide to

push it out.

(3) Clean the yarn guide installed position with volatile detergent, After sufficient drying, apply Chemi-seal (L-

305) on the inside of the body, and immediately insert a new yarn guide.

NOTE: Do not let the yarn guide protrude from the nozzle cap/nozzle nut. Otherwise, the yarn guide may be

damaged easily.

[7] Nozzle Plate

The nozzle plate holds the weft after cutting with the LH cutter during hard twist yarn weaving to avoid picking

obstruction due to weft yarn entanglement.

Adjust the holding force by changing the spacer thickness. Two types (0.2 t without ID hole) and 0.3 t (with ID hole) of

spacers are provided for selective use according to the yarn thickness.

For hard twist yarn weaving, use 0.2 t for less than 150 d, and 0.3 t for 150 d or above.

When finished yarn weaving with the nozzle plate in installed state, combine the two types for use as 0.5 t because the

yarn is likely to stick on the plate.

At the time of shipping, 0.2 t is set as the nozzle plate spacer and 0.3 t spacer is provided as a spare on top of the nozzle

plate.

Replace the spacer according to the weft yarns.
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5.1.4 Gripper Adjustment

[1] General Description of Gripper

The gripper on LWT810 is a solenoid gripper. It is wholly set from the function panel.

Horizontal type is adopted for both single- and two-color specifications, with the solenoid and gripper disc in common.

The mounting bracket, however, is different because of the layout.

Move the gripper position to install the draw-back device in the 2-color specification.

NOTE: At the solenoid portion of the gripper, the temperature rises during current conduction. Be careful in passing the

yarn.
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[2] Gripper Adjustment

(1) Open the gripper by manual operation on the function panel.

(2) Insert a 1 mm thickness gauge between gripper disc 5 and gripper disc holder 6.

(3) Loosen bolts 7 and 8 and adjust the gripper solenoid 4 position for gripping the thickness gauge uniformly with

gripper disc 5 and gripper disc holder 6.

(4) Tighten bolts 7 and 8, remove the thickness gauge, and make sure that the gap between gripper disc 5 and gripper

disc holder 6 is 1 mm.

(5) Close the gripper by manual operation on the function panel.

NOTE: Adjust for gripping the yarn with entire gripper disc. Be sure that the yarn caught by the disc does not come out

when pulling it lightly.

Monomer may accumulates between discs through long operation, causing poor yarn gripping performance. So,

regularly clean discs.
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5.1.5 ABS (Weft Brake) Adjustment

[1] General Description of Gripper

All timing settings of the ABS (weft brake) of the LWT810 can be done from the function panel. The assembly may be

removed and reinstalled as a whole. The braking effect is obtained by making the running weft contact with the lever to

generate resistance between them. Adjust the braking force by changing the lever stroke.

The ABS (weft brake) functions to suppress buckling using the EDP measurement after weft insertion. It prevents

vibration especially when inserting hard twist yarn and stabilizes the yarn posture at the EDP after picking hard twist

yarn at a high speed.

NOTE: When the braking force is too strong, lever contact with the yarn will be strong. So, be careful on the woven

cloth quality.

[2] ABS (Weft Brake) Adjustment

(1) Adjust the stroke of lever 1 for adjusting braking force of the ABS (weft brake). The greater the stroke, the greater

the braking force.

(2) For adjusting the stroke, turn the dial 3 to adjust the stopper position that contacts with the ABS operation at the

root of lever 1. (For the ABS on the color 2 side, turning the dial 3 clockwise pulls the stopper down to make the

stroke greater while turning it counterclockwise reduces the stroke.)

(3) The lever stroke means the lever moving distance at the center of yarn guide. Upon loom delivery, it is adjusted to 7

mm. Adjust the stroke according to the yarn in use. It can be adjusted up to 10 mm.

(4) Make sure that the ABS is OFF and lever 1 comes into contact with stopper 5 before weft insertion.
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5.1.6 Setting the Weft Insertion Condition

[1] Setting the 1-color BLD Weft Inserting Timing

(1) Set the weft insertion timing by adjusting the injection start timing using the run completion timing as the reference.

(2) Set the injection start timing by adjusting the pump cam position.

(3) Set the run start timing when the weft insertion is started to the timing the weft is released by the solenoid pin and

the run completion timing to the timing the weft is started to be wound on the length measurement drum after the

weft is stopped by the solenoid pin, normally with the crank angle of 260°.

(4) For achieving smooth weft insertion, it is required to set the advance angle with which the weft top end slightly out

of the nozzle is pulled out straight and inserted at the angle set here. (If the top end is bent at weft insertion, it runs

abnormally, possibly causing a weft problem by contacting with the weft or lead.)

For this reason, the run start timing when the solenoid pin releases the weft should be slightly delayed from the

injection start timing. This is called the advance angle, which is normally set to 5° to 20°. Use the strobe scope

(or timing light) for confirming the adequate condition at this time.

Yarn advance angle

Yarn type Advance angle

Nylon, polyester,

silk
5 to 10°

Hard twist yarn 5°

Finished yarn 10 to 20°

(5) Set the ON timing (yarn releasing) of the BLD specification gripper timing to the same angle with the water

injection timing while OFF (yarn grasping), to 330°.

(6) Adjust the pump pressure (dimension K) for an adequate weft running speed.

NOTE: Complete the nozzle and pump stroke adjustments before adjusting the weft insertion timing.

A : Jet start angle

B : Picking start angle

C' : Pump stop angle

C : Free running end angle

D : Weft insertion end angle

L : Advance angle (L = B – A)

F : Insertion angle (F = D – B)

J : Jet angle (J = C' – A)

NOTE: Figures show loom crank angles.
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[2] Setting the 2-color EDP Weft Insertion Timing

(1) Set the weft insertion timing by adjusting the injection start timing using the insertion end timing as the reference.

(2) Set the injection start timing by adjusting the pump cam position.

(3) Set the pump start timing when the weft insertion is started to the timing the weft is released by the solenoid gripper

and the run completion timing when the weft insertion is ended to the timing the weft is released by the length of

predetermined windings and the weft is stopped by the solenoid pin.

(4) For achieving smooth weft insertion, it is necessary to set the advance angle with which the weft top end slightly

out of the nozzle is pulled out straight and inserted at the angle set here. (If the top end is bent at weft insertion, it

runs abnormally, possibly causing a weft problem by contacting with the weft or lead.)

For this reason, the run start timing when the solenoid gripper releases the weft should be slightly delayed from the

injection start timing. This is called the advance angle, which is normally set to 5° to 20°. Set the solenoid pin

timing to a value 5° earlier than the solenoid gripper timing. Use the strobe scope (or timing light) for confirming

the adequate condition at this time.

Yarn advance angle

Yarn type Advance angle

Nylon, polyester,

silk
5 to 10°

Hard twist yarn 5°

Finished yarn 10 to 20°

(5) Set the OFF timing (yarn grasping) to 330°.

(6) Adjust the pump pressure (dimension K) for an adequate weft running speed.

NOTE: Complete the nozzle and pump stroke adjustments before adjusting the weft insertion timing.
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5.1.7 Setting of Weft Inserting Conditions on the

Function Panel

For "Setting of Feeler", refer to Section 7.1.3 "Adjustment" of Section 7.1 "IR Feeler".

[1] Collective Setting of Major Weft Insertion Motion

Collective Setting of Major Weft Insertion Motion You

can change the timing setting of the pin, gripper, and

ABS (option) for running and 1st pick.

If the weaving condition table is confirmed with the

setting recommended from the ICS screen, the recom-

mended values are set automatically.

Refer to Subsection [2.1] "Weaving Assist - ICS" and [2.

2] "Weaving Assist - Adjustment Values" of Section 0.3.

(1) Pin Close Control (for EDP measurement)

When [AUTO] is set, the pin is closed automatically

from the balloon sensor value, so the setting of

closing is not displayed.

When [FIX] is set, the timing of pin closing should

be set.

(2) Pin (timing setting)

For pin release, set a value with the lead angle added

for water jet.

For the lead angle for each yarn type, refer to the

previous section of 5.1.6.

For pin closing, set to about -20° from the

overlapping angle of the winding arm and the pin in

the case of BLD measurement. Normally, it is about

240°.

In the case of EDP measurement, set an angle with

which the position of the winding arm becomes

opposite to the pin with the last one turn. Refer to

the balloon sensor input angle and add 1/2 of the

difference from the N-1 angle to the N turn angle.

Normally, it is about 220°.

If [AUTO] is set in (1), the close angle does not need

to be input.
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(3) ABS (option)

When the weft yarn brake is used, set to [Use].

The ABS brake operates between the times set in

ABS Brake.

The timing should be set so that the ABS brake

should be turned ON at -20° against the CC

reaching angle of the yarn and turned OFF at +40°

against it. Normally, it is about 220 to 260°.

However, the ABS brake is turned ON at almost the

same angle as the CC reaching angle of the yarn in

the case of twist yarns.

(4) Gripper (timing setting)

The gripper is opened between the set times.

Normally, set the opening angle of the gripper to the

same angle as water jet, delaying pin release about 5

to 15° from water jet and releasing based on the pin

standard.

With twist yarns, etc., however, set the pin to the

same angle as water jet, delaying the gripper about

5° from water jet and releasing based on the

gripper standard.

Normally, set the closing angle of the gripper to

330°.

(5) Rotary Valve (for EDP measurement)

For the valve to switch the water jet route from the

pump to the weft insertion color, set the switching

angle to 300° normally.

The default value of 1st Pick is 0, which is the same

timing as in Running.

When a value other than [0] is set, only the 1st pick

operates in a different timing.

The [Use] setting of ABS is linked with the setting of

Running in (3).

Normally, the same settings as in Running should be

applied, however, if the settings are changed in the items

of 1st Pick, different control is applied only to the 1st

pick.
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[2] Setting of Electromagnetic Pin Device

Setting of Electromagnetic Pin Device For electromag-

netic pin control, different settings are applied in EDP

measurement and BLD measurement.

【For EDP measurement】

【For BLD measurement】

(1) Pin Close Control (for EDP measurement)

The setting is the same as in [1] Collective Setting of

Major Weft Insertion Motion.

When [FIX] is set, the timing of pin closing should

be set.

(2) On Running, 1st Pick

The setting is the same as in [1] Collective Setting of

Major Weft Insertion Motion.

(3) On Inching

Set the opening and closing timing of the pin in the

case of inching weft insertion at the time of gaiting.

When this is set to [0], the pin operates in the same

timing as during running.

(4) Injection at stop

When this is set to [ON], the weft yarn of the color

for which the machine has stopped is discharged

excessively into the reed to prevent the weft from

coming out of the nozzle.

[Weft] indicates a weft error stop.

[Warp] indicates stops other than a weft error stop.

(5) Control of pin under stop (for BLD measurement)

The default value is [Open]. The pin and the gripper

are opened while the machine is stopped, allowing

you to remove the weft yarn from the drum easily.

(6) Pin Close Delay (for BLD measurement)

When Control of pin under stop in (5) is set to

[Open], the pin and the gripper are closed when the

set time has passed after the machine is stopped.

Set a time sufficient to correct a weft error or waste

selvage break.
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[3] Setting of Balloon Sensor (for EDP Measurement)

This is to set the balloon sensor next to the electromag-

netic pin to be used for weft flying control.

(1) Balloon sensor

When selecting as [Unused], there is no following

by the balloon sensor signal and the fixed control is

applied to the pin or ABS.

Choose [Unused] upon occurrence of a disorder of

the balloon sensor or a difficulty in automatic

control due to excessive wind cotton.

Basically, set as [Use].

(2) Sensitivity

Adjust the balloon sensor sensitivity.

・The standard value of the sensitivity is 3.

・Note that it is necessary to adjust it according to a

yarn type or environment.

(3) Effective range and Standard value

Set the standard value and the effective range to

prevent the false detection of the balloon sensor

signal.

When the number of winding per 1 pick is 3 turns,

the timing when passing the balloon sensor is 2nd

turn for N-1, and 3rd turn for N.

Narrow the effective range when there is excessive

false detection due to a lot of wind cotton, or widen

the effective range when there is irregularity in the

yarn speed.

Refer to the mean, maximum value, minimum value

in the lower row.

Basically, there is no need to change the setting

because they are automatically set by the ICS

transfer.

(4) Mean, Minimum value, Maximum value

An actual value is displayed as a reference for each

setting.
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(5) Clear the mean and restore the standard value

Control is executed based on the average value if the

settings of the pin and ABS are other than [FIX].

Short pick or long pick errors may occur when the

mean becomes apart from the actual value due to

wind cotton at the time of changing a yarn type or a

number of winding. When you press OK after

pressing this SW, the average value is cleared to

start operation with the setting of the based value.

(6) Clear the mean and follow the sensor value

When you press OK after pressing this SW, the

sensor value is followed for 100 picks and the

average value is calculated.

The reason why using this function is the same as in

the case mentioned above is that it is clearing the

mean and restoring the standard value. Normally,

conduct clearing the mean and following the sensor

value, however, this should not be applicable when

the sensor is not normal or excessive wind cotton is

found.

(7) Follow Sensor at Start

When this is set to [ON], control of the pin and ABS

is executed by following the sensor value during 10

picks after operation start.

Following control can be executed automatically

when the yarn speed at start is different from that of

operation or the cloth is changed.

(8) Limit gauge

a．Abnormality If [WARNING] is selected, an

abnormality exceeding the threshold set in b) is

warned by the alarm lamp and the respective error

message, but the loom operation continues. If

[STOP] has been selected, the machine operation

stops. See "When the warning function is activated"

below for the warning function.

b．Gauge You can set the abnormality threshold

(number of abnormal picks/sampling quantity) for

warning. If the number of abnormal picks in the

sampling quantity exceeds the threshold, abnormal-

ity is judged.

■Entry ranges

Sampling quantity: 1 to 100

Abnormality threshold: 0 to 100
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If the winding sensor signal monitor detects a machine error

The "MORE WINDING SENSOR SIGNALS" or "FEWER WINDING SENSOR SIGNALS" message appears.

Take the necessary action given below.

For the "MORE WINDING SENSOR SIGNALS" message:

1．Clean the electromagnetic pin and balloon sensor.

2．When a long pick occurs, decrease the pin close value when pin control is [FIX].

When pin control is [AUTO], execute [Clear ave. value, use sensor value] in (6).

3．Decrease the jet pressure.

Check the drum position and the attachment height of the balloon sensor.

4．Replace the EDP inverter board.

For the "FEWER WINDING SENSOR SIGNALS" message:

1．Clean the electromagnetic pin and balloon sensor.

2．When a short pick occurs, increase the pin close value when pin control is [FIX].

When pin control is [AUTO], execute [Clear ave. value, use sensor value] in (6).

3．Increase the jet pressure.

Check the fore-and-aft positions of the LH cutter and balloon cover.

4．Replace the EDP inverter board.
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[4] Setting of EDP measurement

(1) Width

When you set the width and the remaining yarn and

expansion factor below and press the Calculate

switch, the recommended values of the measuring

length (weft yarn length), turns per pick, and scale of

free roller are displayed in red boxes as shown on

the left.

For the adjustment procedure, refer to Subsection 5.

3.3 [3] "Setting of Yarn Measuring Length" of

Section 5.3.

(2) Preliminary turns

This is the number of turns when the preliminary

turn switch is pressed at the time of operation

preparation.

The standard value is 30 to 40, however, set a

slightly larger value when the number of rotations of

the machine is high or the amplifier gain is

decreased.

(3) Turns per pick

Set the number of turns for one pick.

(4) Scale of free roller

Adjust the free roller to the scale position so that the

measuring length (yarn length for one pick required

for weft insertion) should be appropriate.

For the table of measuring length and scale of free

roller for each number of turns, refer to Section 5.3.3

[3.4] "Yarn Measuring Length Table" of Section 5.

3.
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(5) Speed control

This is a setting to keep a fixed number of rotations

of the drum when lack of supply occurs often due to

acceleration and deceleration of the drum.

When it is set to [Auto], automatic control is

executed from the pattern setting.

The recommended setting is [Auto] when the pattern

is often changed.

When it is set to [Fix], set the color use rate

manually.

When a smaller value is set, the maximum number

of rotations of the drum and the acceleration and

deceleration of the motor become smaller.

The setting should not be less than the color use rate

in the pattern.

This is because 50 % is the lower limit setting in

mixing and the number of preliminary turns

decreases if the drum is rotated more slowly.

(6) Motor acceleration

Set the response gain of the drum motor.

・Normally, the value "3" is set as a default,

however, set "5" when the machine speed is more

than 800 rpm and there are many single patterns.

・The greater this value, the quicker the motor

response. (The motor acceleration/deceleration

becomes quicker.)

・If the set value is too low, the acceleration of the

motor may not follow the machine setting-up

speed so that the number of turns of weft on the

drum becomes low. In such a case, increase the

set value.

(7) Stopping speed

You can select either [STD] or [SLOW] .Select

[SLOW] for soft stopping of the winding arm

upon stopping the loom or at end of preliminary

winding.This is to eliminate any loosening or kink

in the preliminary winding that cannot be handled

by the tensor.
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[5] Setting of BLD Measurement

(1) Width

When you set the width and the remaining yarn and

expansion factor below and press the Calculate

switch, the recommended values of the measuring

length (weft yarn length), turns per pick, measuring

roller, number of measuring pulley teeth, and scale

position are displayed in red boxes as shown on the

left.

For the adjustment procedure, refer to Subsection 5.

2.1 [4] "How to Replace the Measuring Pulley and

the Measuring Rollers" and Section 5.2.2 [3] "

Adjusting the Measuring Band and the Solenoid

Pin" of the Section 5.2.

(2) Turns per pick

Set the number of turns for one pick.

(3) Measuring roller, Number of measuring pulley teeth,

Measuring band graduations

Replace the roller and adjust the band scale so that

the measuring length (yarn length for one pick

required for weft insertion) should be appropriate.

The set values are reflected to the weaving condition

table.

On the Info page on the left, the table of the measurement

length, number of measuring pulley teeth, measuring

roller, and band scale for each number of turns are

displayed.

The measuring length set on the setting screen is

displayed in an orange box.

When the turns per pick on top is changed, the table is

changed to the one with the set number of turns.

With large width, the measuring interval becomes long

only with the A and B rollers, so also the C roller can be

selected with seven turns and the measuring length is

fragmented.
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[6] Setting of Gripper Device

(1) Gripper and 1st Pick

The settings of the gripper are those for operation.

The setting is the same as in [1] Collective Setting of

Major Weft Insertion Motion.

Set the opening and closing timing of the gripper.

(2) On Inching

Set the opening and closing timing of the gripper in

the case of inching weft insertion at the time of

gaiting.

When this is set to [0], the pin operates in the same

timing as during running.
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[7] Setting of ABS Device

Except for brake control, the setting is the same as in [1]

Collective Setting of Major Weft Insertion Motion.

(1) ABS

To use the weft yarn brake, set to [Use].

The ABS brake operates between the times set in

Brake.

(2) Brake Control

When this is set to [FIX],

control fixed to the set time is executed.

When this is set to [REAL],

the balloon sensor is followed.

If the yarn speed is high when the average value

and the measured value of the balloon sensor are

compared, the brake operates fast. When the yarn

speed is slow, the brake operates slowly.

When this is set to [AUTO],

the balloon sensor is followed and the timing is

changed automatically.

This is used when the yarn speed significantly

varies depending on the size the cheese and the

brake ON signal of ABS should be moved

automatically.

When this setting is ON, the operation becomes

different from the set brake timing.
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[8] Setting of Water Supply Valve

These are settings to feed water from the pump to the

nozzle.

(1) Water Supply Valve

The default value is [Use]. Water jetting is executed

from the nozzle and operation to feed water from the

pump to the nozzle is automatically performed

before start of machine operation.

If this is set to [Unuse] when the corrective

operation of an error is performed rapidly, the time

until start can be shortened. However, a start error

may occur.

(2) Feed Time

This is the setting of the time of water jetting from

the nozzle before start of machine operation.

n the case of two colors, the time required for this

operation doubles because water jetting is executed

for the set time for each of the colors.

(3) Stop time to retry, Retry count

When the machine is started after stopped for a long

time, one-time water jetting in (2) may not be

enough to fill the nozzle with water from the pump.

As default, water feeding in (2) is executed twice

when the machine is started after stopped for ten

minutes or more so that a sufficient amount of water

should be fed.

(4) Water into nozzle

If the nozzle is not filled with sufficient water, the

yarn may not be passed.

When you press the switch on the left while stopping

up the end of the nozzle, a small amount of water is

discharged to fill the nozzle.

This is the setting of the time of discharge of this

small amount.
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[9] Setting of Pattern Screen

The items displayed on the Pattern screen vary depending

on the machine specification.

(1) The types other than dobby have the item Pick.

(2) Only the border electronic winding type has items of

density and CFC.

(3) Only the type of electronically-controlled frame in

dobby has the frame setting items.

(4) Only the border electronic winding type has items of

winding stop.

＜Number of indication＞

You can change the number of the steps that are

displayed on one screen.

For example, the sample screen shows an example

after entering 50 steps.

The size of letters becomes smaller but the whole

image becomes visible.

The part that an item of the pattern is shaded indicates

the part that is excluded from weaving.

The wefts with color setting after 0 and the frames that

are set with either up or down are shaded so that it is

easy to confirm whether there is no mistake in setting.
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To move to the previous or next screen from the screen currently displayed, flick the screen (up and down) to scroll or use the

following switches displayed on the left.

Used to move to the head of the pattern. Used to move to the end of the pattern.

Used to move toward the head by ten steps.

Used to move toward the end by ten steps.

When this switch is pressed at the end, the

pattern is extended by ten steps.

When this switch is pressed, the input keyboard to input the step to be moved.

The input step is moved to the center of the screen.

A step that has blue background in [Step] field indicates the current step.

Step Indicates the line number of the weaving pattern program.

Maximum number of steps: 6400 (1-6400 steps)

Color Used to enter the drum No.

Pick Used to input the number of repetitions of the step.

Maximum number of repetitions: 999

Rep. Used to enter the number of repetitions of a step sequence from a given step to another. Enter the number

of repetitions at the sequence starting step and * at the sequence ending step.

Maximum number of steps in a repeat sequence: 999

Dens. Used to enter the number of weft yarns per inch or cm.

Set the unit by the [DENSITY] switch below.

Density range: Determined according to the machine specification.

Cfc When a numeric value is input here, the take-up surface roller is rotated as many turns from the start of that

step for cloth fell travel.

A positive sign (+) indicates cloth fell travel in the forward direction, and a negative sign (–) in the reverse

direction.

Allowable cloth fell travel range: –1.99 to +1.99

■□ Used to set the dobby weaving pattern.

■：Heald frame upper shed

□：Heald frame lower shed

Take-Stop Specify the pick where the winding stops.

(Setting the winding stops frequently may increase the load on the winding motor and generate heat.)

The following items are displayed only when [Use] is set on the Spec screen.

Speed Input the number of rotations (H, M, L) to be applied for the SC inverter specification.

When the switching of number of rotations is set to [ON] on the setting screen of [Map]-[Motor], the

number of rotations is switched to the ones set to H (high), M (middle), and L (low).

WeftStart When setting this OFF (○), the machine cannot restart at the step where the weft miss occurred.

The machine does not restart until the weft is removed up to the step that setting is ON (●).

Use this for weft insertion in the same shed or prevention of the finishing row.

WarpLock Except for weft stop, the machine is not stopped with the step set to OFF (○).

Use this for weft insertion in the same shed or prevention of the finishing row.

Mark This allows mark adjustment with the set value for each step at which the machine is stopped.

When [0] (default value) is set, the normal mark adjustment set in [Map]-[Mark] is used. However, when

[1] to [16] are set, the mark adjustment set on the second page on the [Pattern]-[Spec] screen is used.

■ Setting Operation Procedure

When you press [Setting Start], the screen changes to setting input mode.

Except for frame input in the dobby specification, when you press the necessary point, the input keyboard is

displayed.

When you press Enter after input, the same set value is reflected to the upper steps.
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For example, to change the density to 100.0 for all the steps, input 100.0 in the first step and hold down Enter. Then

100.0 is input in all the steps.

If the input setting and the current setting is different, the value is displayed in a red box.

After finishing input, press [Setting End]. The setting is transferred to control to end the setting operation.

Only in the case of the Pattern screen, the input settings are not lost even if the screen is switched during setting.

However, the input setting is lost when the power is turned off and then turned on, and the status returns to setting

start waiting status.

(1) Color

Input the color for weft insertion to the step.

The items that can be input are displayed on the

selection keyboard.

[0] indicates no input and end of the weft pattern.

The successive steps are shadowed because weaving

is not executed.

(2) Pick (except for the dobby specification)

Input the number of times to repeat the step.

Up to 999 times can be set.

(3) Rep.

Input the number of times to repeat between steps.

Input a value in the start step and [**] in the end

step.

In the example on the left, steps 1 to 4 are repeated

ten times and steps 9 to 12 five times.

The total number of picks for one cycle of the

pattern is 64.
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(4) Dens. (only for the specification with density

switching during operation)

Input the weft density.

(5) CFC (only for the specification with density

switching during operation)

Set the cloth fell travel.

In the example on the left,

the 0.5 mm cloth fell travels in the reverse

direction (backward) to the fifth step.

The 0.5 mm cloth fell travels in the forward

direction to the nineth step.

The cloth fell travel is used if a heavy or light filling

bar appears between patterns during weaving or with

cloth such as pin tuck.

However, if the cloth fell travel is used, the density

of cloth does not become the set value.

If cloth fell travel is used often and an excessive load

is generated, reduce the number of times and amount

of cloth fell travel.

(6) Take Stop (only for the specification with density

switching during operation)

Select the take-up stop step.

● For a step set to (ON), the density of the cloth

fell becomes similar to that of stop.

As in the case of CFC, pay attention to the cloth

density and an excessive load.
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(7) Setting of frame pattern (only for the dobby

specification)

When you press [Frame settings], the frame input

screen appears.

On the frame input screen, other items such as color

cannot be entered.

When you touch □ in each step, it is switched as

follows.

■：Heald upper shedding

□：Heald lower shedding

On the frame input screen, the steps are enlarged to

be ten steps to allow you to press them easily.

With change of [range], they can be diminished but

become difficult to press.

After completion of setting, press [Setting End].

The confirmation screen on the left appears.

To confirm the setting, press [Yes] on the upper side.

To interrupt the setting, press [Yes] on the lower side.

When you press OK, the setting is reflected to control.

If the setting is interrupted, the set pattern is lost to return

to the original pattern.

To close the screen on the left and continue the setting

operation, press [X] at the upper right of the screen.

If any setting error is found, the check function turns the

background of the step No. where the error exists into red

to return to the screen being set.
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■ Special Operation Procedure

Press [Setting Start] and set the following special switches at the lower right of the screen of setting input mode.

(1) Copy

A specified line in a pattern can be copied to another

line.

Press [Copy]. The screen for specifying the contents

to be copied appears.

[Source]: Source line for copying

[Destination]: Destination line for copying

[Repeat count]: Number of copy repetitions

[Overwrite]: The destination is overwritten

[Insert]: Insertion to the destination (previous

lines go up)

[Copy item]:Selection of item desired to be

copied

When you press [ALL], all the items

are selected.

When items are selected individu-

ally, only the items that are lit are

copied.

Input them and press [OK].

The copy is made as specified.

In the example on the left, all the items from 1 to 4

step are inserted from 5 step twice in the pattern

above.

When you press [OK], the pattern is changed as

shown below and confirmed with [Setting End].
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(2) Insert

Add set lines from the specified lines in the pattern.

[Destination]: The first step to which the lines will

be added

[Lines]: The number of lines to be added

Input them and press [OK].

The specified lines are added, and the subsequent

lines go down.

In the example on the left, three lines are inserted

from 5 step in the pattern above.

The value [0] is inserted to all the items, so they are

shadowed, indicating unset status.

When the color is set, the shadow is cleared and the

steps are enabled.

(3) Delete

Delete or clear set lines from the specified lines in

the pattern.

[Destination]: The first step

[Lines]: The number of lines to be deleted.

[Delete]: The specified lines are deleted.

[Clear]: The specified lines are cleared (0 for

values, □ for frames).

Input them and press [OK].

In the case of deletion, the specified lines disappear

and subsequent lines go up.

If all the displayed lines are deleted, the displayed

steps disappear from the screen.

If you press the +10 switch on the left, ten input lines

are added.They can be added with Insert in (2),

however, it is easier with the +10 switch.
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(4) Replace

The color and the density are replaced with specified

values.

When the screen on the left appears, input the value

before change on the left and the value after change

on the right.

After input, press [OK]. In the example on the left,

Color 1 and Color 2 are replaced, the density step is

changed from 125.0 to 117.0, and the following

screen is displayed.

■ Weaving pattern name registration

This is displayed on the right of the weaving pattern.

Press [Setting Start] to enter setting input mode. Then the

weaving pattern name can be input.

When you press the input point displayed in blue, a full

keyboard is displayed automatically and the input point

turns red, indicating input in progress.

When you press the input point in red again after

completion of input, the keyboard is closed.

It is confirmed when you press [OK].
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■ Test pattern

Up to three test patterns can be registered aside from the weaving pattern.

(The maximum number of steps for the test pattern is 200.)

When you press [1], [2] or [3] of the test pattern, the

color is changed to indicate the selection and the display

is changed to the selected test pattern. However, weaving

is not executed.

Press [Setting Start] with the pattern selected to enter

setting input mode. When you press [OK], the display is

changed as shown on the left and the selected test pattern

is woven.

The pattern underlined in red is the one currently woven.

The setting method of the pattern is the same as that of

[Setting Operation Procedure] described above.

The selection of the pattern cannot be changed during

setting input.

■ Copying between patterns

In the copying page on the left, you can copy between the

weaving pattern and the test pattern.

Copy the left lit pattern to the right lit pattern.

Copy the selected items lit on the right.

When you press [OK] in the example of the screen on the

left, the entire weaving pattern is copied to the test pattern

[1].

However, if the weaving pattern has more than 200 steps,

the contents cannot be copied to the test pattern

completely.
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■ Pattern matching (current step setting)

When you press [Current Position] at the upper right of the Pattern screen, the following screen is displayed,

allowing you to change the current position.

Since the pattern is not fixed during setting, the current position can be changed only when setting is not being

made.

【In the case of other than the dobby specification】

[Step]：Set the step to be specified at the weaving start

position

[Pick]：Set the pick number to start with when picks are

set in the desired step

[Repeat]：Set the repeat number to start with when the

desired step exists within a pattern repetition

When you press [OK], the set steps are displayed in blue

boxes and the weaving start position is changed.

【In the case of [SYNCHRONISE] in the dobby

specification】

In the dobby specification, the item [Pick] does not exist

in the pattern, so [Pick] is not displayed in the current

position.

Except for this, the display is the same as that of other

than the dobby specification.

【In the case of [ASYNCHRONOUS] in the dobby

specification】

When the weft pattern and the warp frame pattern are set

to be asynchronous in the setting of the [Spec] screen

described later, the frame position setting of [Warp] is

displayed for the setting of the current position.

The start positions of the weft and warp (frame) can be

set separately, however, the display in the blue box on the

Pattern screen that indicates the current position of the

step indicates the warp position.
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■ Setting specifications on the pattern screen

An item or a specification that constitutes the pattern screen is set on the Spec screen.

(1) Used frame (only for the dobby specification)

Set the following;

Use: Frames that are used for weavingNot use:

Frames that are not used

N/A: Frames that are not equipped

When choosing Not use or N/A, it is not displayed

on a pattern setting window and turns into

solenoid OFF status.

(2) Weave Pattern (only for the dobby specification)

A texture that is selected on the pattern is

displayed.

This is not a setting item.

(3) Density ratio (Border electronic winding only)

(Take-up control is performed to make the weft

yarn density equal the following:

(Density set in the Density column) × (Density

correction rate).

If the density correction rate is 100%, therefore, it

is controlled according to the density specified in

the Density column.

If it is desired to increase the density (by 3%, for

example) as a whole since the actual length of the

cloth for one repeated pattern is longer than the

expected length, set the [Density ratio] at 103%.)

Then, touch the [ENTER] switch.

Update a unit of density (/inch, /cm) on the screen

for units of [ICS].

Note that this update triggers replacement of all

units that are applied to the weaving machine.
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(a) Harness-Weft Synchronize

(b) Harness-Weft Asynchronous

(4) Harness-Weft synchronize (only for the dobby

specification)

・In the case of [SYNCHRONISE]

Weaving relating to the weft and weaving of

the warp (frame) are always performed with the

pattern set in the same step.

The step immediately before the step for which

the color is set to [0] should be the final step of

the pattern.

Note that when □ or ■ is set in all the frames

of warp, weaving is performed with lower

shedding and upper shedding in all the frames.

・In the case of [ASYNCHRONOUS]

Weaving relating to the weft and weaving of

the warp (frame) are performed with separate

steps.

For the weaving relating to the weft, the step

immediately before the step for which the color

is set to [0] should be the final step of the

pattern.

For the weaving of the warp (frame), the step

immediately before the step set to □ or ■ in

all the frames should be the final step of the

pattern.

・Pattern examples of [SYNCHRONISE] and

[ASYNCHRONOUS]

(a) In the case of [SYNCHRONISE]

For weaving, Step 1 to 8 are repeated.

(b) In the case of [ASYNCHRONOUS]

For weaving relating to the weft, Step 1 to 8

are repeated.

For weaving of the warp (frame), Step 1 to 4

are repeated.

(5) Reverse weave

This is selectable only when no setting is made for

density switching, CFC, and take-up stop in the

reverse weave dobby specification.

When it is set to ON, the current pattern is reversed

to be woven with the face side back.

The pattern setting is reversed automatically, and the

weaving order is reversed.

When the texture is 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4, etc., it is

change to 2/1, 3/1, and 4/1. Be careful to avoid

tearing the cloth.
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The following items may be used in patterns with

composite texture with different loads.

Since they are interlocked with the frame pattern, they are

hardly used for other than the case of [Harness-Weft

synchronize] of the dobby specification.

(6) Switch speed (only for the SC inverter specification)

When this is set to [Used], the item [Speed] is added

to the pattern setting.

Then the numbers of rotations of H (high), M

(middle), and L (low) can be set for each step, which

are synchronized with the speeds set in [Map] -

[Motor].

To prevent a beating mark generated at the time of

switching, CFC (cloth fell travel) etc. should be

used.

(7) Mark

When this is set to "Used", the item [Mark] is added

to the pattern setting.

Then mark adjustment at the time of stop can be

selected from [0] to [16] for each step. When [1] to

[16] are set, mark adjustment set on the screen on

the left on the second page of the [Pattern]-[Spec]

screen is used.

The mark setting of the No. on the top that is lit,

which is the same as the value of [Mark] set in the

pattern, is adjusted.

When you press the right switch with [8] lit, the

display is switched to 9 to 16.

(8) Weft start control

When this is set to "Used", the item [Weft Start] is

added to the pattern setting.

When it is set to ○ (OFF), the weft cannot be

started from the relevant step after a weft error.

The weft should be reversed to start from the

position of ● (ON).

This is used to prevent a mark when the

switching step of the texture is started.

(9) Warp stop control

When this is set to "Used", the item [Warp Stop] is

added to the pattern setting.

When it is set to ○ (OFF), stops other than a

weft error stop is not executed in that step.

This is used to prevent a mark when the

switching step of the texture is stopped.
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■ Stop history of Pattern screen

The history of the number of stops for each step of the

pattern is displayed on the Value screen.

The bias of the number of stops in the step or color can be

checked.

When you press [Clear], the recorded number of stops is

set to 0 and the history is started.
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[10] Setting Relating to Clogging Detection of CC Spindle

Device

This is a function to stop the machine when the CC

spindle is clogged with weft yarns.

(1) CC Clog

When the CC spindle is clogged with weft yarns, an

error signal occurs in the feeler.

When this is set to [Use], [CC-clogging warning] is

displayed when the signal is detected in the feeler

under the following conditions and the machine is

stopped.

(2) Abnormal Level

When the error signal continues longer than the set

picks, it means that CC clogging is detected.

The error signal is pulse detection in a specific range

excluding the range to detect weft yarns (normally,

300 to 350°).

However, the status of the sensitivity of the feeler,

etc. is different from machine to machine.

If unnecessary stop and CC clogging are not

detected, check the actual signal in the following

Value screen and adjust the setting of the abnormal

level.
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On the [Value] screen, the history of picks in which an

abnormal feeler signal occurred is displayed.

[Date]: Occurrence date and time

Pick]: Number of picks from operation start

[Color]: Occurrence color

50-140]: Number of error signals at 50 to 140°

[200 -]: Number of error signals at 200° to feeler

detection start of the yarn signal

[300 -]: Number of normal signals between feeler

detection of the yarn signal

[Judgement]: "Stop" is displayed when CC clogging is

detected

When the number of the pulses of the abnormal level is

exceeded in both [50-140] and [200-], it is regarded as an

error.

The example of the screen on the left shows an history

that indicates that the machine was stopped with [CC-

clogging waring] when the abnormal level was 5 pulse

and 3 pick.
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5.1.8 Pump and Nozzle Selection Examples

Select the pump spring and pump diameter according to the yarn material, weaving width and machine rpm. The table

below major combinations (selection examples) and the figure below the pump pressures by spring setting.

REFERENCE: Springs are applicable to any pump size.

Pump

plunger

Nozzle

size

Maximum

spring load
Cam lift

Weft yarn to be used (example)

Up to RS190 Up to RS230

ø14 1621 230 kg 10 mm Silk and finished yarns up to 150 d —

ø22

1421

370 kg
12 mm

—

Silk and finished yarns up to 150 d (without

interlace)

1826

Silk, finished, and spandex yarns at

150 d or above

Finished yarn (with interlace), and spandex yarn up

to 150 d

17 mm
— Silk and finished yarns up to 420 d

150 kg Hard twist yarn Silk, finished or hard twist yarns at 420 d or above
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The table below shows the major combinations (selection examples) of the double springs, and the chart below shows

the pump pressures by each spring setting.

Pump

plunger
Nozzle size

Maximum

spring load
Cam lift

Weft yarn to be used (example)

Up to R/s230 Up to R/280

ø22

1826

250 kg

+120kg 17 mm Silk and finished yarns up to 420 d —

370 kg

+120kg

ø24

14 mm — Silk and finished yarns up to 700 d

250kg

+260kg
17 mm

Silk and finished yarns up to 420 d

(At high-speed operation)
—
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